
Secret d’étoiles is a young publishing house dedicated to body, mind & 

spirit and esotericism. We are publishing books for all those who wish to 

enlighten and add depth to their lives through witchcraft, 

psychogenealogy, astrology, crystal healing, oracles, meditation…

We have a large range of books: essays, gift books, personal accounts, 

handbooks, all written by passionate and specialized authors.
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New

DIY
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DO IT MAGIC SERIES

More than 20 projects in step-by-step (vegetal amulet, runes, home 
decoration, magical herbarium…), with all the rituals to make and 
bewitch the objects. The perfect gift to nowadays witches!

Witches’ Amulets 

and Jewels

By Océane Laissouk

Witches’ Pentacles

and Altars

By Noémie Myara

Softcover with flaps / 15 x 21 cm / 80 pages / €9.95

3 available titles

20 DIY projects per book dedicated to witchcraft, using powerful plants and gems, 
and associated magical rituals. Protection, purification, emotion management... 
great ideas to add a little touch of magic in our daily lives.

DIY FOR WITCH
By  Marine Nina Denis & Flora Denis

Hardcover / 19.5 x 26 cm / 160 pages / €17.95

Flora and Marina Denis are sisters, witches and partners. Flora is a trained 
herbalist and develops health recipes from plants. Marine is a witch and a 
medium, she has been practicing magic for 20 years.

Rights sold: English

Purification Rituals 

& Smudge Sticks

By Flora Denis



New

COLORING / DIVINATION

MY ORACLE CARDS TO COLOR SERIES
By Anne-Sophie Casper & Marion Blanc

Set / 6.2 x 12 cm / 33 cards + 16-pages leaflet / €7.95

4 available titles

33 oracle cards to color in each set, before using them for personal questions, 
thanks to the explanation given in the leaflet. A unique creative divinatory set!

Angel Oracle Cards Flower Oracle Cards Sacred Feminine

Oracle Cards
Tree Oracle Cards

The 22 major arcana of the tarot deck beautifully illustrated by 
Marica Zottino, ready to be colored, thanks to a set of pencils, 
and to be used thanks to a leaflet with all the tips to read and 
interpret the cards. A unique tool to stay connected to one’s 
sensibility!
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MY TAROT CARDS TO COLOR
By Marica Zottino

Kit / 14.3 x 21.7 x 3.4 cm / 22 cards + 6 colored pencils +

a pouch / €19.95

Marica Zottino is a best-selling illustrator, taking her inspiration 
from a melting pot of references to vintage botanica, textiles, wild 
creatures, tattoos and much more. 

Rights sold: English



NewNew
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Thanks to 50 animal cards and the detailed leaflet, this set 
offers answers to all kind of questions. The totemic animals 
will be guides and guardians along the road.

THE ORACLE OF ANIMALS
By Philippe Regnicoli & Amanda grigorio

Box / 13.4 x 20.3 x 2.5 cm / 50 cards + a 52-pages leaflet /  

€16.95

Philippe Regnicoli is an astrologer and lecturer who seeks to 
expose a modern and practical vision of astrology to the greatest 
number of people. He has been studying symbolism and practicing 
astrology for nearly thirty years.

DIVINATION

ORACLES: DECK AND GUIDE BOOK SERIES

Set / 8.4 x 16 cm / 25 cards + 64-pages softcover book / €13.95

2 available titles

An enchanting series of oracle sets including 25 cards with original illustrations and 
a 64-page book to understand the cards symbolism and the different possible 
draws.

Runes and Northern 

Legends Oracle

By Magali & Sara Mottet

Trees and Oghams Oracle

By Pandora Hearts & 
Lydie Bossuet



New

New

SELF-DEVELOPMENT / DIVINATION
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An all-comprehensive handbook to discover runes and sacred 
alphabets (Futhark runes, witches' runes, oghams...) and 
interpret their messages thanks to practical exercises, divinatory
draws, thematic interpretations, DIY and many other wonders.

THE GUIDE TO RUNES
By  Noémie Myara

Softcover / 17 x 22 cm / 160 pages / €17.95

Noémie Myara has always been in tune with her magical perceptions, 
and has been naturally drawn to witchcraft. The manipulation of 
magical tools quickly became her daily routine, until she decided to 
share her knowledge and opened her own esoteric online store 
offering all the necessary material for the practice of magic.

TEMPORARY COVER

How to learn to know and better fulfil oneself? Thanks to tarot! 
Throughout the pages, readers will discover the main principles 
of a tarot deck and how to use it through exercises, draws and 
rituals. A playful, intuitive and modern approach, developed by a 
witch-tarologist. 

THE EVERYDAY TAROT
By  Jade Provvidenza

Softcover / 17 x 22 cm / 144 pages / €14.95

Passionate about tarot and the world of witchcraft since forever, Jade 
Provvidenza is a tarot reader and leads workshops and online training 
and teaches workshops and online courses on tarot. She is also 
interested in in astrology which she uses during her draws.



NewNewNew
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WELL-BEING

MY MAGICAL RITUALS SERIES

Magic Beauty Recipes

By Corinne 
De Leenheer

The Witches’ Potions

By Marine Nina Denis 
& Flora Denis

Softcover with flaps / 15 x 21 cm / 80 pages / €9.95

11 available titles

Fascinating guides, accessible to a large public, offering spiritual and practical 
guidance to relax and reconnect to one’s inner self.

Preserving 

My Vital Energy

By Caroline Chermeux
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Talking With My 

Guardian Angel

By Elodie Dracon

Moon Circles

By Alexandra Fryda
Marty

Rights sold: Slovenian

Reaching Out the 

Archangels

By Sybil Gentil

Protection Rituals

By Rébecca de Geetere

Gemstones & Crystals

By Margerie Dachelet

Celebrate Full Moons

By Stépahnie Ribeiro
Space Purification 

Rituals

By Caroline Chermeux

Secret Recipes of 

Druidesses

By Florence Laporte

TEMPORARY COVER

TEMPORARY COVER TEMPORARY COVER TEMPORARY COVER



WELL-BEING

GEMS OF POWER SERIES

Hardcover / 17 x 22 cm / 64 pages + 1 gem / €14.95

3 available titles

Beautiful gift books for gems lovers: each title includes a real gemstone and a book 
highlighting the benefits of the gem, and all the associated rituals to rebalance the 
vital energy, meditate, create...

My Druidess’ Gem

By Caroline Chermeux, 
Laure Vallée & Florence 
Laporte

My Witch’s Gem

By Caroline Chermeux
& Laure Vallée

My Healer’s Gem

By Ozalee Intuitive & 
Laure Vallée
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A comprehensive guide to all the energetic techniques that 
can be daily used to regenerate and balance our psychic and 
physic energy: magnetism, acupuncture, reflexology, 
phytotherapy... through 30 practical illustrated exercises to 
heal the body and mind.

THE GUIDE TO ENERGETIC THERAPIES
By  Anne-Sophie Casper

Softcover / 17 x 22 cm / 160 pages / €17.95

Anne-Sophie Casper has been accompanying people for several 
years in their search for well-being, happiness and fulfillment in 
their daily lives. In addition to her coaching, personal branding and 
energetic support, she is an author, a conference host and a 
member of the teaching team of the International Relooking 
Institute of the Modart'International group. 

TEMPORARY COVER

SELF-DEVELOPMENT

New

This guide offers a new approach to awaken chakras using 
the energy of colors. Through exercises and practical advice 
everyone can easily discover the chakras, rebalance and 
harmonize them.

AWAKE YOUR CHAKRAS
By  Anne-Sophie Casper

Softcover / 17 x 22 cm / 160 pages / €17.95

Anne-Sophie Casper has been accompanying people for several 
years in their search for well-being, happiness and fulfillment in 
their daily lives. In addition to her coaching, personal branding and 
energetic support, she is an author, a conference host and a 
member of the teaching team of the International Relooking 
Institute of the Modart'International group. 
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New

New

SELF-DEVELOPMENT
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Numerology is a powerful self-development tool. This guide 
brings together theory and practice, through calculations and
tests, to learn about one’s personality, achievements, and 
potential.

NUMEROLOGY – THE KEYS TO YOUR FATE
By Anne-Sophie Casper

Softcover / 17 x 22 cm / 176 pages / €17.50

Anne-Sophie Casper has been accompanying people for several years 
in their search for well-being, happiness and fulfillment in their daily 
lives. In addition to her coaching, personal branding and energetic 
support, she is an author, a conference host and a member of the 
teaching team of the International Relooking Institute of the 
Modart'International group. 

Who has never experienced strange coincidences? This 
mysterious and fascinating phenomenon is called synchronicity. 
This accessible book invites to decode the messages sent by
the Universe through a unique program to finally discover the 
unlimited power of synchronicities and live them fully.

DECODING MESSAGES FROM THE UNIVERSE
By  Anne-Sophie Casper

Softcover / 17 x 22 cm / 144 pages / €14.95

Anne-Sophie Casper has been accompanying people for several years 
in their search for well-being, happiness and fulfillment in their daily 
lives. In addition to her coaching, personal branding and energetic 
support, she is an author, a conference host and a member of the 
teaching team of the International Relooking Institute of the 
Modart'International group. 



New

SELF-DEVELOPMENT
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A useful book to reconnect to oneself and find back one’s 
harmony by giving keys to understand the feminine and 
masculine polarities, and the need for an inner balance. An 
accessible writing thanks to simple explanations and examples.

FEMININE/MASCULINE: LOOKING FOR INNER 
HARMONY
By Laurence Labastrou

Softcover / 14 x 21 cm / 176 pages / €14.95

Laurence Labastrou is a lover of nature in which she draws her 
inspiration. She has trained in astrology and numerology to better 
understand human nature. She divides her time between art, 
metaphysical research and the transmission of her knowledge.

An enthralling ode to the Sacred Feminine offering mindful 
meditations and floral elixirs to help women reconnect with 
their deepest inner selves and maintain a close relation to 
nature.

THE SACRED FEMININE MEDITATIONS & 
FEMININE ENERGY
By  Virginie Rott

Softcover / 18 x 26 cm / 128 pages / €17.50

Virginie Rott has followed teachings on meditation, energy practice 
and perception channeling. She now offers workshops and sessions 
on the theme of connection, through an approach that establishes a 
relationship between the kingdoms of nature (mineral, plant and 
animal) and that of human being.



New

New

TEMPORARY COVER

TEMPORARY COVER

SELF-DEVELOPMENT
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There are sometimes unexplained feelings of reliving the same 
situations over and over again: they are linked to previous 
lives! A book to better understand one’s soul cycle, identify 
and understand the hang-ups and finally free from these past 
lives.

KARMIC RELEASS
By Céline Tesnier

Softcover / 17 x 22 cm / 128 pages / €14.95

Laurence Labastrou is a lover of nature in which she draws her 
inspiration. She has trained in astrology and numerology to better 
understand human nature. She divides her time between art, 
metaphysical research and the transmission of her knowledge.

Anne-Lise Le Maître is an energeticist, magnetizer, clairaudient
and clairvoyant medium. She explains here how to better 
understand the soul, the principle of reincarnation and evolution, 
connect with one’s soul and rediscover personal life
mission.

LISTENING TO MY SOUL
By  Anne-Lise Le Maître

Softcover / 14 x 21 cm / 208 pages / €14.95

Virginie Rott has followed teachings on meditation, energy practice 
and perception channeling. She now offers workshops and sessions 
on the theme of connection, through an approach that establishes a 
relationship between the kingdoms of nature (mineral, plant and 
animal) and that of human being.



SELF-DEVELOPMENT
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A great practical guide, accessible to beginners, to easily develop 
one’s medium aptitude with many exercises, tips and detailed 
tools: oracles and tarot, the Ouija board, the pendulum, radio, 
automatic writing, art, trance...

MEDIUM: DEVELOP YOUR EXTRASENSORY 
ABILITIES
By Marine Nina Denis

Softcover / 17 x 22 cm / 144 pages / €17.50

For the past 10 years, Marine Nina Denis has been working in the 
publishing of children's books and books specialized in learning 
disabilities. Trained in relaxation and bibliotherapy, she also leads 
creative bibliotherapy workshops. In 2020, she launched with her sister, 
Flora Denis, a brand of handmade creations linked to the magic of 
plants: Flos & Luna.

New

TEMPORARY COVER

A clear and accessible introduction to the fascinating universe of 
astrology: planets, symbolism, solar and lunar signs, ascendant 
and descendant, birth chart... With the explanations of our 
specialized author, beginners will be able to use those concepts 
for a deeper knowledge of their personalities, strengths and 
weaknesses. 
A precious daily guide to a harmonious life. 

THE GUIDE TO ASTROLOGY
By  Gwenola Bonfré

Softcover / 17 x 22 cm / 144 pages / €14.95

Gwenola Bonfré is a certified astrologer as well as a therapist. She 
teaches astrology and explores many other horizons for her practice: 
astronomy, energies, poetry, mythology, psychology, yoga, creative 
visualization...



SELF-DEVELOPMENT
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Feeling good or bad vibes while visiting a new place is a common 
experience that can be hard to explain. But places keep a 
memory of past events, experiences and emotions. How does it 
work? Why do some places seem imbued with negative or 
positive energies? This fascinating book, fueled with practical 
examples based on the authors’ experience, goes to the sources 
of those memories within our walls, exploring the telluric 
phenomena, electromagnetic fields, souls and entities... and 
gives basic tips to cleanse homes.

MEMORIES WITHIN OUR WALLS: 
PLACES IMBUED WITH OUR EMOTIONS 
By Jean Renault & Nathalie Andreu Renault

Softcover / 14 x 21 cm / 224 pages / €17.50

Nathalie Andreu Renault is a dream analyst and a geobiologist. She lives 
and works with Jean, surrounded by animals, in the middle of nature. 
Passionate about history and Cartesian, Jean Renault "knows" however 
that reality is not necessarily what we see. As a geobiologist, he likes to 
capture in the invisible the wounds of History as well as those of from our 
daily lives.

New

This practical essay on psychogenealogy allows all those 
interested in their origins to understand the mechanisms of 
family secrets that impact their lives, and to learn how to free 
themselves from them.

THE FAMILY SECRETS
By Vanina Leprovost

Softcover / 17 x 22 cm / 144 pages / €14.95

Vanina Leprovost is a genealogist and psychogenealogist by 
profession. She offers family therapies to help people retrace their 
family history and understand the impact that ancestors may have had 
(traumas, secrets, unknown or hidden conflicts, etc.). TEMPORARY COVER



An highlighting book, written by a specialist of women's ailments,
to understand the concept of pain-body of oneself, of one’s 
female lineage but also of the female collective, to be able to be 
healed and be part of a new freed female identity, enriched from 
the past.

CLEARING YOUR ANCESTRAL LINEAGE 
AND HEALING YOUR FEMININE
By  Bernard Chaumeil

Softcover / 14 x 21 cm / 208 pages / €14.95

Bernard Chaumeil is an Energy Analyst Therapist. For more than 20 
years, he has been discovering, building and sharing the concept of 
"Archetypal Therapy", a humanistic analysis therapy, taking into account 
the psyche but also the body and the social dimension of the person. 

An exploration of the mysteries of transgenerational memory 
through epigenetics, family trauma, myths or secrets... After an 
explanation on how this hidden burden is transmitted from
one generation to another, the author, specialist of 
psychogenealogy, develops ways to be free from memories that 
can have a huge impact on present lives.

THE FAMILY INHERITANCE: FREEING YOURSELF 
WITH THE PSYCHOGENEALOGY
By  Vanina Leprovost

Softcover / 14 x 21 cm / 224 pages / €17.50

Vanina Leprovost is a genealogist and psychogenealogist by profession. 
She offers family therapies to help people retrace their family history 
and understand the impact that ancestors may have had (traumas, 
secrets, unknown or hidden conflicts, etc.). 

SELF-DEVELOPMENT
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Rights sold: Romanian



An original approach of self-development, based on the 
principles of alchemy: as base metals can be noble metals, our 
own personality can be transmuted to become deeper, more 
authentic. Using all the symbols of alchemy, the author presents 
an original, personal and spiritual journey for a better 
knowledge of oneself.

ALCHEMY, THE DAILY MAGIC
By  Pascal Bouchet

Softcover / 17 x 22 cm / 176 pages / €17.50

Pascal Bouchet is a lecturer and a trainer. All his activity is focused on 
the teaching of the alchemical fundamentals of the ancients, and their 
use in daily life, for personal development. For him, alchemy is above all 
the applicative and concrete science of the metamorphoses of the 
human soul, the main subject of the work for the alchemists who were 
looking for the "Universal Medicine".

SELF-DEVELOPMENT
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New

REFERENCE BOOK
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An original gift book in between coffee table book and witches’
encyclopedia, gathering witches, enchantresses, woman in 
white, historical facts and legends. This encyclopedia of magical 
powers and forgotten knowledge offers also illustrations and 
magical recipes, feeding the reader's imagination for an even 
more immersive experience. Written by a mother and her 
daughter, passionate about forgotten legends on the magic 
beings.

MEMOIRS OF WITCHES
By  Magali & Sara Mottet

Hardcover / 22 x 30 cm / 208 pages / €29.95

Magali Mottet is a gardener and an horticulturist. She leads courses in 
her medieval garden to know how to recognize the different energies by 
using measuring tools such as the pendulum, the rods, the antenna 
lobe, etc. 

Sara Mottet is an archaeologist, an historian, and an illustrator. 
Together with her mother she runs a store selling esoteric items in 
Switzerland. 

Angels are there to help us, from the first to the last second of 
our incarnation on earth. Each one of them holds a part of the 
qualities of the universal energy and spreads unconditional love 
and the divine power of healing. This guide offers a discovery of 
the angelic realm and gives the opportunity to experiment with 
many tools to help readers communicate with their 3 guardian 
angels, feel them and benefit from their benevolent energies. 

SECRETS OF ANGELS
By  Evelyne Monsallier

Hardcover / 18 x 26 cm / 172 pages / €24.95

Evelyne Monsallier is an author, angelic therapist, aromatherapist, 
floratherapy consultant, chromobioenergy, chromopuncture and 
chromoauriculotherapy practitioner, and trainer. Passionate about 
nature, color and angelology, she uses the energy of colors, sounds, 
plants, flowers and crystals. 
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